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Abstract 

 
The objective of the research work  is based on Obsessive Compulsive 

Disorder (OCD) and  to support the medical field via ontology 

construction which can address the challenges, difficulties and 

representing them in simple visualization. In the research Method 

analysis of OCD common disease focused on  behavior of the people 

which it can only identified by their moves in the daily life and most of 
the people have the  habitat to follow in their daily routine but in depth 

some people have the disorder without their knowledge  because of 

unwanted repetition of the habit. The Outcome of the research ontology 

is one can able to exchange the different data through constant tagging 

which is the master for promoting the field. The Result shows the 

ontology is contain a managed vocabulary terms and description terms 

(such as “nerves” or “X-ray” or “tissue type” or “Symptoms”) which is 
the basic for  tagging. T .It is identified by  four  illness categorized area 

such as monitor or investigate on something ,mentally disorder or 

disturbed ,hide or store away for the future use ,used to do shameful and 

awful things .ODC disorder can able to find via Formal concept analysis 

(FCA) and Relational concept analysis(RCA) ontology  construction 

which shows relationship among them .In RCA and FCA technique the 
patients  are compared with each other  for recognizing the different 

stage of ODC.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

In America about 2.3 million adults are affects by OCD and 

the issue is correlated with other disease also namely 

behavior change, depression, and eating disorder etc,. It 

holds male and female randomly in huge number of count  

during their adulthood, childhood. International ODC 

Foundation is provide lots of help to offer the patients and 

professional to make aware the people with ODC symptom 

,and India people are taking treatment under IODCF 

community and funds.   

 

The National Institute of Mental Health and Neurosciences 

(NIMHANS), at Bangalore is reviewed most popular Indian 

ODC datum which used for researchers, students and in 

medical references etc, .ODC symptoms are not predictable 

which is differ from person to person, most of the time 

people themselves have to recover from the habituate 

problem and moral support is very important than medicinal 

treatment. The prevention treatment is widely doing in 

many counties using advanced improvement technology  

but many cases need hospitalization .  

    

     The semantic web is the vision of having data on the 

web defined and linked in a way that it can be used by 

machines not just for display propose  , but for automation, 

integration and reuse of data across various  applications. It 

is an extension of the current web in which information is 

given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and 

people to work in cooperation . Ontology construction 

consists of various tasks. The different tasks include 

identifying the concepts, identifying the relationships 

among concepts, fill the ontology with occurrence and 

modernize. Ontology learning algorithm helps the user to 

understand how to represent the knowledge by using 
different concepts.  

 

    Ontology need the proper input datum that can be gain 

from various supply, such as databases,  documents or still 

accessible from groundwork like taxonomies. Ontologies 

are useful in the area of Artificial Intelligence and machine 

learning. Various methods and appliance are used for 

constructing, editing, annotating and merging ontologies. 

Tools are very important for both ontology development 

processes and usage in applications. Ontology aims at 

profession growth for diversity of people and their position 

.  Ontologies are the means using which we can retrieve 

right information at right time to make right decisions in 

knowledge management applications. 

  

    The essence of converting mathematical concepts into 

domain of similar understandings focuses in the conversion 

and interpretation of mathematical language to logical 

meaning which human can understand. Such translation 

processing is essential for FCA technique. It is a statistical 

practice for the starting point of a notional pecking order, 

explicitly called as lattice diagram. Mainly, it is a 

standardized for visualizing and discovery the concepts.  

Concept lattice is the core tool for information library 

viewing model which reduce the complexity of the data 

corpus. The concept lattice can be useful to mining rule also 

based information retrieval, the number of rules attain in 

huge size for deep knowledge in specific concept the RCA 

procedure offer relational structures that can be represented 

as description logics (DLs). The main problem of extend 

relations between objects to concept relations is that of 

quantification. It is always compulsory to study whether a 

concept relation holds for all objects and attributes of the 

area and objective of a concept or whether it holds only for 

a subset. It can be interpret as a unique folder of study using 

extents of concepts as a substitute of ability sets. Both 

concepts are lexicalized in the portrait but seem to be non-

lexicalized in most dictionaries. 

   

   The data mining and semantic web technologies are 

combined in many approaches which is used to monitor, 

clean, filter, grouping and collecting the various kinds of 

data based on expectations. Many algorithms are 

implemented like clustering, classification under supervised 
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or unsupervised machine learning. Text mining is also used to make data crisp for better 

knowledge retrieval. The vector format is highly used as 

contribution to proper relevant extraction similarity from 

corpus. Different languages are involved such as R, Java, 

and Python for dealing with data mining based semantic 

applications. 

 

    In this paper segment 2. Deals with basics of Ontology 

and Section 3 deals with FCA and RCA based ontology 

construction survey and Section 4 deals with the approaches 

which use data mining algorithms for ontology 

construction. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

 

 THEORITICAL BACKGROUND 

    In this segment we discussed about semantic language, 

semantic web and the basic concepts of ontologies such as 

RDF, RDFS and OWL. 

 Ontology 

 Semantic web  is the next generation of the WWW and it 

extends the current Web by giving information well-defined 

meaning, better enabling computers and people to 

collaborate. In Semantic Web information has machine-

processed and machine-understandable semantics that 

enhancing the machine readability of web content. 

Ontology is a formal specification of 

conceptualization.Generally ontologies are meant for 

common and shared understanding about key concepts of 

particular domain. Ontologies are the constructs which 

should be well defined, with machine readable 

computational semantics; commonly acceptable 

understanding that describes that domain. It is one of the 

ways of knowledge representation which are involved in 

extracting knowledge and making intelligent decision. 

Many intelligent agents use the ontology, derive the 

intelligence and pass this to other intelligent agents. 

Taxonomy is classification. It is not concerned with 

properties of resources, and constraints on these properties 

between resources. Ontologies define classes and properties 

among these classes. There are lot more benefits of 

ontologies. Ontologies are reusable. Ontologies and 

semantic web technologies together they lead to large scale 

automatic processing over Web. 

    Ontologies is being familiar in many   field such as 

artificial intelligence, pooling information and familiarity , 

software engineering, data mining, knowledge model, 

situation handling, management , abstraction , web content 

services , segmentation, events, problem solving appliances  

etc,.  

 Ontology Construction Languages  

    HTML  is meant for creating a web page and structuring 

or formatting the content in the Web. RDF [9] is basic for 

Semantic web and it is one of the Meta data languages with 

XML as a base. RDF is recommendation from W3C.It is 

independent of any domain and capable of describing any 

fact. Those languages permit to swap the understandable 

knowledge between human as well as machine for better 

results.   

FOAF  language can be defined as dictionary of named 

properties and classes using W3C's RDF technology. The 

FOAF terms classify several valuable create that can be  

become visible in FOAF library, beside a new RDF lexis 

exact and it includes the list of terms such as Person, Name, 

Nick, Title, Home page, Box, etc. to describe personal 

information. It is a standard for those who wants to mark up 

their home. This language let to know about novel 

community, article, services and  records .  

 RDF has certain paucities. It does not provide complete 

expressiveness and does not define the vocabulary wholly. 

RDF interpretation is meant for binary relationships. It 

cannot handle n-ary relations. RDF also cannot handle 

classes, subclasses, class member variables  and the 

relations exists among these classes as we do in Object 

oriented Design. RDFS is RDF schema a standard 

recommendation from W3C. RDFS is an extension of RDF 

which permit user to generate glossary for significant 

classes, subclasses and its property.  RDFS is created from 

RDF that is the same data model triples and graphs are used 

by RDFS also. RDFS has certain pitfalls in its basic 

constructs which are listed below and rectified by OWL .  

 

 Domain Ontology Construction  

 

 Domain Ontology is the deep knowledge description of a 

specific domain. It defines domain concepts, arbitrary 

axioms and relationship between them and it has a 

hierarchical structure that is understandable to both human 

and machines. Ontology solves the structuring and 

modeling issue that occurs in Knowledge Management. The 

domain ontology portrays concepts and relationships of the 

various domains. Requirements study of domain is the basic 

ontology construction which is the acquisition of various 

concepts, relationships from the corpus. Domain ontology 

as a foundation for the distribution of data has extensively 

used in information science and ontology engineering. 

Ontology as a basis for the separation of knowledge 

has generally used for different domain extraction and 

representation which provides a identical knowledge for 

ontology learning on the absolute and initiate to conceptual 

and shorten domain ontology bases in complex domains. it 

is  acknowledged that domain ontology can cut or eradicate 

conceptual and hierarchical  uncertainty for numerous   

areas such as semantic web , Artificial intelligent, semantic 

network, informational retrieval, Deep web, question and 

answering, data analytics  ,machine translation, and so on. 
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Domain Ontology Construction  

 
    The following steps are concerned in the construction of 

domain ontology  

 Gaining the knowledge about the domain of Curiosity: 

Find and collect right knowledge and information that 

should be presented in a common language, all 

evocative words with agreement and stability. 

 

 Design and derive the conceptual structure: Diagnose 

the key concepts within the domain along with their 

connected properties.   

 

 Identifying the interaction among the concepts. 

Develop the suitable details: concepts, interaction and 

various instances to realize the level of detail to gratify 

the given idea of the ontology 

 

 Apply enhancement techniques for verification and 

validation: Apply any pruning and redefining 

techniques to guarantee the formation for 

standardization and modify any logical, semantic or 

syntactic bugs among the elements. 

 

 Develop the Instances: Populate the domain model 

with values and create various instances of the 

ontology created for query processing. 

 

 Conclude with the opinion of Domain Expert: domain 

expert ensures that the ontology is committed by 

publishing it within its intended site. Then the 

ontology can be referred and used for 

knowledge/informal retrieval. 

 

    In this survey Table 1.  we are going to discus about 

various domain ontology construction methodology and 

techniques for different real time domain of knowledge. 

From this survey we can get clear insight of which 

technique is used for the automation of domain 

construction.  

Fca and rca based ontology construction 

survey 

    Based on the domain of curiosity, general data 

investigation methods will get change widely and here 

mathematical proven analysis let to involve the Formal 

Concept Analysis. FCA can be also useful to data mining 

,information recovery, data detection, and ontology 

commerce .FCA can be used to find the relationship 

between object and its attributes based on the entity-

relationship model. RCA is an extension of FCA which can 

be described as a set of interconnected lattices. RCA is 

object-attribute contexts and object-object context allowed 

to get knowledge about objects and relations. In the 

following table 3.1 FCA and RCA based ontology 

construction approaches are analyzed and the notion of the 

approach is identified and tabulated for understanding. Few 

approaches that are based NLP techniques are also 

identified and tabulated. 

 Data mining based domain ontology 

construction survey 

    The data mining algorithms are obtainable in vast which 

can be easily merged and applicable with semantic network 

machinery. This combined catalog of two top technologies 

enhances the availability, transitive, stretchy to the data. 

Mining approach is trouble-free to construct ontology and 

represented using semantic own language such as OWL, 

RDFS, SPARQL etc, .This encourage the scalability and 

applicable in real time applications. Semantically defined 

data and mining this data using different classification and 

clustering techniques leads to new possibilities of 

applications. This combined concept leverages the ease of 

use of ontology, open semantic   view is illustrate in all the  

resources. In this Table 2. We discuss about how the mining 

techniques are used in ontology construction for different 

domains. 

Table 1. FCA AND RCA BASED DOMAIN ONTOLOGY CONSTRUCTION 

Refe 

rence 

Methodology 

(FCA/RCA/NLP) 

Automatic /Semi-

Automatic /manual 

 

lattice 

constructio

n 

Dataset/DOI 
Description 

 

 [1] Methontology, FCA and 

RCA 

as well as NLP tools are used 

It is a Semi-automated 

technique. 

For both 

FCA and 

RCA based 

Lattices 

constructed 

Astronomy domain  

Various celestial 

objects are related 

with set attributes such 

as emitting, Accreting, 

Collimated, Observed, 

Located, and 

Grouping. 

Constructs the Ontology from the set of 

terms obtained from different resources. 

Data processing for building terms and 

concept taxonomies is done by NLP tool. 

Concept analysis is applied then. Both FCA 

and RCA used for showing the relationship 

between the entities. They extract group of 

individuals by deriving the mathematical 

concepts in data processing. RCA outcome 

is represented by concept lattices and 

mapped using Description Language. The 

proposed method is used on astronomy 
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domain for finding the celestial objects 

classification and comparison. 

  

 [2]  

 

Ontology extended to Fuzzy 

ontology and Linguistic 

processing is also applied 

technique. Concept lattice 

construction done by 

Manually. 

No Domain is Terrorism 

which is based on 

location, time, date 

etc, . 

The general ontology mounting technique 

includes the fuzzy based ontology mounting 

which assign the deep knowledge to 

unstructured text document. A scale of 

relationship is based on fuzzy relationship 

set theory. The terrorism fuzzy ontology 

construction foe event extraction is done 

with OWL. It is used to represent the fuzzy 

ontology to prove the hierarchical core 

concepts of terrorism. It proposes the use of 

use cases in OWL for based. The diagram 

clarifies the terrorism crowd together in the 

figure shows N-ary of conceptual relations. 

All the concepts are moved towards 

linguistic forms of analysis for representing 

as an individual variable. Linguistic 

variable value is calculated based on 

syntactic and semantic rules.  

[3]  

 

Fuzzy Formal Concept is 

applied. It uses semi-

automated technique 

Yes Fuzzy Formal Concept 

is applied to find the 

relationship between 

sea side schools and 

the set of attributes 

such as  Playground,  

Computerized, Class 

rooms ,Meal and Sea  

 

Fuzzy concept lattice partition algorithm 

has been applied. Comparative study of 

other ontology construction techniques is 

done. 

 [4]  NLP and FCA based 

technique for translating 

Textual User requirements to 

domain model 

Semi-automatic construction 

is applied 

Yes Applied to Software 

Engineering and 

Requirement 

Engineering 

Structured Textual 

User Requirements are 

converted to Domain 

model. NLP is applied 

for preprocessing 

of text. 

The text is represented in the form of graph 

for recognized the association among 

knowledge and the expected model view, 

for the translation of one kind of graph into 

new graph which is done by SE Model for 

structured data TURs. Smaller number of 

graphical symbol. Works with any text. 

Semantic network is created and compared 

with domain model. Domain model further 

represented into Concept lattice. 

 [5]  

 

FCA  and RCA combined  

Semi-automatic construction 

is carried out. 

Yes Pharmacovigilance 

(Anti-HIV Drugs-

Symptoms) data set is 

used. 

RCA based iterative analysis is applied to 

the data set which is an anti drug and 

symptoms to HIV Drugs by investigate the 

Data calm by real time reports of the 

patients. FCA based analysis is applied to 

various drugs and their symptoms and 

Lattice is constructed. RCA based analysis 

is applied to Patients and Anti-HIV drugs. 

Concept lattice has been constructed. 

Different Concept relationships have been 

obtained to extract knowledge. Related 

mathematical concepts and algorithms are 

well defined. 
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 [6]   FCA, RCA oriented graphs 

are used to construct the 

domain model Semi-

automated approach is 

adhered. 

Yes Web Information 

System.  Web services 

of Car sales system.  

Remodularization of service oriented 

architecture has dealt for the Web 

Information System. FCA based results are 

compared with RCA. It is an interactive 

approach since the customer needs to know 

about the car details from owners. 

Relational Context and formal context of 

sub web services have been identified for 

the system. Relational concepts are enriched 

with formal concepts. Conceptual Lattice is 

constructed and information is retrieved. 

  

 [7]  

 

FCA technique is used and 

rules of TCM (Traditional 

Chinese Medicine) clinical 

terminologies are described 

and hierarchies are 

constructed. 

 

Yes The WHOISTT data 

and another data set 

has been used    Clinic 

terminology of 

Traditional 

Chinese Medical 

diagnosis and 

treatment Syndromes 

(CTCMS). 

 Used FCA method for visualization and 

formalizing TCM (Traditional Chinese 

Medicine), Included  creation of formal 

context of TCM specification , extraction of 

concepts, application of the concept lattice 

to establish a set of conceptual hierarchy of 

TCM terms, and auditing the completeness, 

consistency and correctness of the TCM 

coding rules by using anonymous nodes and 

non-disjoint nodes and  have confirmed the 

usage of system by applying it to two case 

studies of the heart-spleen syndrome of 

TCM and the TCM stomach syndromes. 

Verification and validation is also done by 

experiment. 

 [8]  

 

FCA based semi-automated 

approach by k-clique which 

represents the cluster in 

graphical model using 

Community detection 

algorithm. 

 

 

Yes 4 Social Media Data 

set are used. (Karate 

Club, US, Dolphin 

Social Network, New 

Zealand, Red Hot Jazz 

Archive, Yeast protein 

Interaction data set 

Initially FCA based K-cliques are detected 

in the data set and it is extended to find K-

equiconcepts. Population detection is 

carried out in the social networks aims to 

find set of vertices even edges within graph 

which connections are dark. Grouping is 

useful for many systems which reduce the 

complexity and easy to make community 

recommended. F-measure shows the recall 

and precision measure about the algorithm 

in a comparative manner which all 

describes the structure form of a social 

network. The proposed algorithm had 

appraised using four data sets and also a 

upper accuracy assessment contrast with 

other previous mechanism. 

 

 

TABLE 2. ONTOLOGY CONSTRUCTION BASED ON DATA MINING 

Refer

ence 

Structured/ 

unstructured 

/semi-

structured 

Data. 

 

Technique 

Dataset 

/Domain 

Implementation 

 

[9]  

 

unstructured  

Data files are 

used 

K-means clustering and 

Feature Extraction and 

Hierarchical 

Fuzzy Relational Eigen 

vector Centrality-based 

Clustering 

Algorithms 

(HFRECCA). 

Text 

based 

Customize

d data set 

or any 

standard 

data set of 

a domain 

can be 

used. 

Noisy web data with different types and with irrelevant 

content. is  preprocessed  initially  to increase accuracy 

.HFRECCA is a algorithm is used for  analyzing 

hierarchical structure of documents which retrieve the data 

from the corpus .the extraction feature from the datum by 

process which consist of tokenization, Normalization and 

filtering. Text feature extraction is used for dimensionality 

reduction. The Customized model output visualization and 

accuracy measure is done by   receiver operating 

characteristics (ROC) graph. Various data classification 

techniques are compared with proposed System. Any kind 

of input such as PDF, Word, Text and Web pages are used 

and results are compared. 
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 [10] Unstructured 

data files are 

used 

Graph based Markov 

Clustering technique is 

used  

Text 

Corpus 

Document are preprocessed and converted to graph 

notation and concepts are extracted and relationship among 

concepts are identified. The Random walk in the random 

path length K route for the graph which is weighted in 

numeric values, each random move creates a cluster; it 

maintains the same K length ahead of moving towards next 

cluster by using   Markov Cluster (MCL) algorithm. i.e., 

solid section view in the graphs matches to regions where 

the number of k-length paths shows deep relationship. The 

Transition Probability shows the density of occurrence 

among every one of  the couple of vertices by matrix. 

Document are preprocessed and converted to graph 

notation and concepts are extracted and relationship among 

concepts are identified. Finally domain ontology 

constructed. 

[11] structured and 

semi-

structured 

 

Feature Extraction 

technique is used to 

construct the domain 

model CDM.  

Classification and 

clustering and merging 

of Knowledge base have 

been carried out. 

Social 

Apps Data 

Set-

Descriptio

n Text and 

Data 

From 

Apps 

Extracting domain knowledge form product artifacts. 

Concern-based Description Model (CDM) is a protocol for 

extracting the knowledge and feature from the datum, for 

an app corpus a customized subject modeling method has 

been implemented. The Data Mining concepts are involved 

for recognizing the knowledge such as grouping, 

categorize algorithm etc,. Data-based Raw Domain Model 

(DRDM), which deals with live data and its portrayal for 

expected output. 

[12] 

 

Unstructured 

documents 

For constructing 

concepts clustering 

technique self-organizing 

map (SOM) is used. 

Similarity is calculated 

based on 

concept relation 

exploration approach 

IEEEXplo

re and 

ACM 

portal and 

ScienceDi

rect 

document

s are used 

as Data 

set. 

The crystallizing ontology creation  includes the three 

procedure for the domain ontology building such as, 

document preprocessing, which removes the impurity from 

the document .Document has been broken in to chunks for 

extracting the  concept and at the end of the process 

exploration of the all   relationship among  the concepts. 

Documents are collected, preprocessed and concepts are 

casted and relations are explored and Primitive ontology is 

constructed. Confidence and Importance measure are 

found for each concept. These measures are compared with 

concept centric to determine the closeness. Crystallizing 

ontology construction is applied on Data set and ontology 

generated and compared with experts generated ontology 

and results are analyzed 

 [13]  

 

Unstructured 

Documents 

Syntactic Pattern 

approach  and  

open information 

extraction (OIE) 

technique for Probability 

Conditional Random 

Fields (CRFs). 

WikiHow 

and eHow 

web sites 

Situation Ontology based on context aware reasoning has 

been constructed for web services recommendation and 

composition. 

Ontology development can done for  the situation from the 

routine information accessible in the web property. NLP 

technique is used for cleaning the input data; live data from 

daily updates were creates the conceptualization to 

situation ontology and detection invoke, feature with 

elevated accuracy, the Probabilistic CRF-based method for 

enlarge recall. Ontology Construction is carried out using 

three subordinate procedures and Constructed Ontology is 

evaluate with additional property    such as WordNet etc,. 

 [14]  structured and 

semi-

structured 

Data (index ) 

DPK and IRWDP 

method is used. 

ITS - 

Intelligent 

Transport

ation 

Systems 

domain 

Journal 

Papers 

given as 

input data 

set. 

Domain Ontology is constructed using semantic grouping 

algorithms for recovery and sign of knowledge . In the ITS 

field erect Ontology is supply as foundation for SS 

(Semantic Service). Method discovers ITS services is 

getting class hierarchies network  done  on general patterns 

between the data, the process of picking  and perceptive 

paragraphs, cleaning  output has been done with selected 

services and its most frequent occurrence  of words for 

each services by the Discrimination of Paragraphs with 

Keywords. If the DPK method of searching is failed that 

paragraph will be discarded. Only the natural text is 

retained. A specific search for repeated weighted system 

utilizing by the Information Retrieval with Weighted Data 

in Paragraphs.  Dimensionality reduction is applied to the 

obtained keywords attributes, characterizations and its 

dealings with each other by utilizing data mining 

approaches 
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 [15]  

 

Chinese 

unstructured 

document are 

used as input 

corpus. 

Fuzzy C means 

algorithm has been 

adopted for clustering 

Petroleum 

data 

exploratio

n  is take 

it as input 

domain  

For Ontology building four steps are carried out. 

Preprocessing to convert text into Sentences that consists 

of Chinese Part of- Speech Tag and the HowNet is used to 

remove the unwanted information of a Chinese corpus.  

Fuzzy C means grouping technique is used for identifying 

concepts and instances. Formal Contexts are derived and 

finally domain ontology constructed. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSSIONS 

The OCD is the usual problem occurred in many places 

especially in USA and in India. The treatment for this 

problem is bit difficult to the patients one who are having 

such a type of a disease. Nearly 12.57% of the Indians has 

got such a type of a OCD problem unknowingly. Different 

types of OCD problems prevailing in the medical market 

for various activities of the people[16]. The construction 

ontology is the familiar methodology and also somewhat 

hectic in nature for identifying correct OCD problem for the 

patient and the same should be treated with right medicine 

to the core to the people. In the research analysis of 

ontology, The patients were identified with the accurate 

type of OCD and were treated with the good medicine with 

some exercise. Vicious cycle of OCD’s are Temporary 

relief, Obsessive thought, Compulsive behavior and 

Anxiety. Compulsive behaviors are wahers, Checkers, 

Doubters and sinners, Hoarders. Obsessive thoughts 

includes fear of being contaminated, Losing control, 

Intrusive sexually, Excessive focus and Superstitions were 

the behaviors analyzed  through construction ontology. 

CONCLUSION 

Domain ontology is the description of the domain in terms 

of lexicons and relationship among them. The ontology 

created is knowledge representation of the domain that can 

be used for information retrieval[17]. Ontologies do have 

widespread usage and provide promising benefits; however 

construction of Ontologies presents intriguing challenges. 

Complete automation of Ontology construction is 

cumbersome process. We have identified the methodologies 

used by various approaches for number of domain or data 

sets. Using FCA and RCA for ontology construction is a 

novel idea which provides profound results in this arena. 

We have also investigated data mining based statistical 

approach for domain ontology creation[18]. Ontology 

construction is not an easy process but the interest is high 

and it can be reuse for future work. In the way of contest, 

many traditions of visualize ontology construction can be 

modeled as   sophisticated and classy. At last, we have 

appraisal of all papers on two familiar categories in the 

creation way of ontology knowledge. Each category has its 

hold method to visualize the relationship. In medical 

domain the ontology construction play a vital role, it makes 

the information very crisp and meaningful without any 

irrelevant which gives a proper solution to our problem and 

many research is going on in medical field for avoiding 

issues that handled by human. Semantic Web for Healthcare 

which includes all the disease, drugs, symptoms, 

technology, hospitals records etc,.      
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